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ELECTROSTATICS

GENERAL EXAMPLES

1. A thunder-cloud is over still water. What is the

electrostatic surface-density of the charge on the water if it

rises under the cloud 0*1 cm. above its previous level ?

(Lond. Univ.)

2. The trap-door of a Thomson's guard-ring electrometer

is 5 centimetres diameter, is 3 millimetres from the under

plate, and is at 1200 volts potential difference ; what force of

attraction would you expect between them ? (Lond. Univ.)

3. Three insulated concentric spherical conductors, whose

radii (in ascending order of magnitude) are a, 6, c, have

charges ^i, e^, e^ respectively. Find their potentials, and shew

that if the innermost sphere be connected to earth the poten-

tial of the outermost is diminished by -(- + i^ + -).
'' c\a h cj

4. If two surfaces be taken in any family of equipotentials

in free space, and two metal conductors formed so as to

occupy their positions, then the capacity of the condenser

thus formed is CiC^KCi-C^), where C^ C^ are the capacities

of the external and internal conductors when existing alone in

an infinite field. (Tripos 1905.

1—2



4 ELECTROSTATICS

5. A conducting spherical shell of radius a is placed,

insulated and without charge, in a uniform field of electric

force of intensity F. Find the distribution of the induced
charge. Shew that, if the sphere be cut into two hemispheres

by a plane perpendicular to the field, these hemispheres tend

to separate, and require forces equal to ^^a^F'^ to ^eep them
together.

6. A conducting hemisphere of small radius a is laid on
a large plane face of an electrified conductor : shew that it

acquires a charge Q equal to three times the charge that

previously occupied its place on the conductor. Shew also

that it is repelled from the plane face with a force Q'^ja^.

(St John's Coll.)

7. Prove that the locus of the positions in which a unit

charge will induce a given charge on a fixed uninsulated con-

ductor, is a level surface of the latter : and verify that the

induced charge per unit inducing charge is numerically equal

to the ratio of the potential of the latter at the inducing

point to its own potential. (St John's Coll.)

8. Two concentric spherical conductors of radii a, b are

connected with the Earth, and a charge G is placed between

them at a distance c from their common centre
; prove that

the charges A, B, induced on the conductors are given by

A +B + C=0, A/a + Blb + C/c^O.

(St John's Coll.)

9. Prove that the attraction between the faces of a plate

condenser of capacity 0, charged to potential V, is 27rA~'^C^ V^,

where A is the area of one of the faces. What kind of units

must be employed in this formula?

If the plates were one millimetre apart, what would their

area have to be in order to obtain a capacity of a micro-farad?

(St John's Coll.)
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10. Two equal and similar condensers, each consisting of

a conducting sphere surrounded by a concentric spherical

conducting shell of negligible thickness, are insulated and

placed at a great distance r from one another, and charges e, e

are given to the inner surfaces of the condensers. Prove tliat,

if the outer surfaces are connected by a fine wire, the loss of

electric energy is approximately \{e-ey{\lb-\lr\ where b

is the radius of the outer surface of either condenser.

(Tripos 1904.)

11. Determine the capacity of the earth in fractions of a

farad. (Tripos 1893.)

II

12. The potential is given at four points near each other

and not all in one plane ; obtain an approximate construction

for the direction of the field in their neighbourhood.

(Tripos 1894.)

13. Prove that the family of surfaces f{x^ .y, z) = const.

cannot be equipotentials in free space unless V^//^ r^ j is a

function of/; shew how to find the potential function when

this relation is satisfied.

Determine the field of potential (i) when /= or + i/^ + z\

(ii) when f= of + 1/', and find electrical distributions corres-

ponding to these cases.

14. Three infinite parallel wires cut a plane perpendicular

to them in the angular points A, B, (7 of an equilateral

triangle, and have charges e, e, - e per unit length respectively.

Prove that the extreme lines of force which pass from A to C
make at starting angles (2e - 5e) ^6^, and (2e + e) tt/G^ with

A C, provided that e'> 2e. (Tripos 1904.)

15. An insulated conducting sphere with a charge E is

placed at the centre of a hollow spherical conducting shell of
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radius b which is uninsulated. Prove that, if the shell is

divided into two halves along a diametral plane, forces \E^lh^

would have to be applied to them to separate them.

(St John's Coll.)

16. Prove that the capacity of the condensing system

formed by two equal plane discs of any shape placed opposite

each other, at a given distance apart, is exactly half that of

the conducting system formed by one of them placed in front

of an infinite conducting plane surface, at half the distance.

(St John's Coll.)

17. Two equal spheres of radius «, whose centres are at a

distance c apart which is large compared with a, have equal

and opposite electric charges; shew that the attraction between

them is approximately the same as if the charge of each sphere

were condensed at a point, at a distance a^jc^ from its centre

in the direction of the other sphere. (St John's Coll.)

18. An insulated spherical conductor, formed of two

hemispherical shells in contact, whose inner and outer radii

are h and h\ has within it a concentric spherical conductor of

radius a, and without it another concentric spherical con-

ductor of which the internal radius is c. These two conductors

are earth-connected and the middle one receives a charge.

Shew that the two shells will not separate if 'iaobc + b'a.

(Tripos 1896.)

19. Two insulated conductors A and B are geometrically

similar, the ratio of their linear dimensions being as L to L'.

The conductors are so placed as to be out of each other's field

of induction. The potential of J. is V and its charge is E,

the potential of B is V and its charge is E'. The conductors

are then connected by a thin wire. Prove that, after electro-

static equilibrium has been restored, the loss of electrostatic

energy is

\{EL'-E'L){V- V')I{L + L').

(Tripos 1894.)
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20. Two conductors (I and 2) are of capacities (7, and (7,

respectively, when each* is alone in the field. They are both

in the field at potentials F, and V^ and at a great distance r

apart. Prove that the repulsion between the conductors is

approximately

G^C, (r V, - C, V,) (r V, - (7, rO/(r* - C^C,)',

(Tripos 1900.)

21. A condenser is formed of two flat rectangular plates,

each of area A, which are very near together but are not quite

parallel, one pair of parallel edges being at distance c and

the opposite pair at distance c ; shew that the capacity is

approximately

The lower plate of the condenser is fixed in a horizontal

position, and the other is free to turn about a horizontal axis

passing through the centre of its under face. Shew that a

slight tilt, which draws one pair of opposite edges together

and the other pair apart through l/n of their distance, will

increase the capacity approximately by the fraction l/'6n^ of

its value. Hence shew that when the upper plate is delicately

balanced on its axis, charging the condenser will make its

equilibrium unstable. (St John's Coll.)

Ill

22. Shew that, if the radius and tension of a spherical

soap-bubble be a and T respectively, the charge of electricity

required to expand the bubble to twice its linear dimensions

is 4 J-rra^i^T + 7Ha), n being the atmospheric pressure.

(Tripos 1899.)

23. Two spheres (a, b) have their centres at ^, ^
respectively, and are insulated with charges Ei, E^. The
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distance AB{ = c) being large compared with a or h, shew

that the potential at P, any point^utside the spheres, is

approximately

^ / 1 b' cos PBA \ ^ / 1 a' cos PAB\
^\PA & PB' )^-^'\PB & PA" /•

Calculate the electrical energy of the system and shew

that the mechanical force between the two spheres is approxi-

mately

^ - 1 {a^Ei + h'E^). (St John's CoU.)

24. Shew that the potential of unit charge spread

uniformly round a circle of radius a, at a point at distance

c from the circumference which is small compared with a,

is equal to (7ra)-Mog(8a/c). Shew that this expression is,

approximately, the reciprocal of the capacity of a ring of

mean radius a, having a circular section of radius c.

(St John's Coll.)

25. A prolate conducting spheroid of major axis 2a and

minor axis 26 has a charge of electricity E : prove that the

attraction between the two halves into which it is divided by

its diametral plane is

^^^^logg). (St John's Coll.)

26. A being a function of x, y, z defined as the positive

root of the cubic x'jia' + X) +2^7(6^ + X) + z'l{c' + A) = 1, shew

that the only function of A. that satisfies Laplace's equation is

A
A J{a" + xlf) (b^ + if/) (c" + lA)

where A and B are arbitrary constants. Prove that the

capacity of the ellipsoidal conductor {a, b, c) is

dij/

I J(a'+il/)(b'' + if')(c' + i};)
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27. An uncharged insulated conductor whose surface lian

the equation r = a(l + <P«), where c is very small, is placed

in a uniform field of force, of intensity F, parallel to the axis.

Prove that the density of the induced charge at any point on

the surface is greater than it would be if the surface were

perfectly spherical by the amount

(Tripos 1906.)

28. Prove that the electrostatic capacity of a flat disc is

independent of its law of thickness. Is the same true for a

wire?

Prove that half the free charge on an elliptic plate lies

inside an ellipse similar to its boundary and of J JH times its

linear dimensions. (St John's ColL)

29. A conductor has a re-entrant edge of angle a (in air)

which is less than tt : prove that the density of the electric

distribution close to the bottom of the depression varies as

the distance from the edge raised to the power n/a- 1. What
will be the state of affairs at a convex edge ?

(See Maxwell, Vol. i. § 191.)

30. A long circular cylinder is fixed parallel to the ground

and near it: find the distribution of a free charge of electricity

over its cross-section.

Prove that a point exists in the cylinder, such that every

cylinder whose section is a circle through this point, ortho-

gonal to the ground, intercepts half the charge on the

cylinder. (St John's Coll.)

31. Obtain an expression for the capacity per unit length

of a condenser consisting of two long circular cylinders with

axes parallel, one inside the other.

Deduce the attraction between them per unit length, in

terms of their charges and their radii and the distance between
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their centres, shewing that the concentric position would be

unstable in the absence of external support.

(St John's Coll.)

32. Shew that the transformation Z = e^^l^ transforms the

half plane Z above the real axis into a strip in the z plane

bounded by the real axis and a line distant a therefrom.

Deduce that if the axis of z be uniformly electrified, and
the planes y = ± c be kept at potential zero, the equipotential

surfaces are given by the equation

sin -~-^ sech -— = const.,
2c 2c

and express the constant on the right-hand side in terms of

the potential. (St John's Coll.)

SYSTEMS OF CONDUCTORS

IV

33. If there are two conductors. A, B, and when B is

uncharged the operation of charging A to unit potential raises

B to potential V, prove that when A is kept at zero potential

a unit charge on B will induce on ^ a charge - V.

(Tripos 1904.)

34. A system of insulated conductors having been

charged in any manner, charges are transferred from one

conductor to another till all are brought to the same potential

V. Shew that V ^Ej^Si + 'is.;^, where Si, s.2 are the algebraic

sums of the coefficients of capacity and induction respectively,

and E that of the charges. Prove that the effect of the

operation is a decrease of the electrostatic energy equal to

what would be the energy of the system if each of the original

potentials were diminished by the amount V.
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35. 4, B^ C, D are four conductors of which B Hurrounds

A and D surrounds C. Given the coefficients of capacity and

induction (i) of A and B when G and D are removed ; (ii) of

G and D when A and B are removed ; and (iii) of B and D
when ^ and G are removed ; determine those for the complete

system of four conductors. (Tripos 1902.)

36. Prove that the electrostatic energy of a system of

charged conductors is diminished by the introduction of

another uncharged conductor. In particular, if the added

conductor is an infinite plane whose distance li from the

nearest of the original conductors is so great compared with

their mutual distances that R~^ may be neglected, the dimi-

nution of energy is approximately (^Ey/iR, where E is the

charge on a conductor.

37. Shew that if a given charge is distributed over a

number of conductors so that the potential energy of the

system when in electrical equilibrium is least, the conductors

are at the same potential. (Tripos 1897.)

38. Shew that, if the distance x between two conductors

is so great as compared with the linear dimensions of either,

that the square of the ratio of these linear dimensions to x

may be neglected, the coefficient of induction between them

is - GG'/x, where G, G' are the capacities of the conductors

when isolated. (Tripos 1893.)

39. A number of conductors A, B, (7, etc., of which B
completely surrounds A, are charged in any manner. Shew

that, if A be connected for a moment with ^ by a conducting

wire, the potentials of B, G, D, etc., are unaltered, and there is

a loss of energy proportional to the square of the charge on A.

Would the same be true if B completely surrounded all

but^?
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40. Two insulated fixed conductors are at given potentials

when alone in the electric field and charged with quantities

Ely E2 of electricity. Their coefficients of potential are

P\\, i>22, P\2- But if they are surrounded by a very large

spherical conductor at potential zero with its centre near

them, the two conductors require charges Ei, E<[ to produce

the given potentials. Prove, neglecting terms involving the

inverse square of the radius of the enclosing conductor, that

E^ - El : Eo! - E^^p^ -JO12 : 2hi -pii-

(Tripos 1895.)

41. Shew that, if a new insulated conductor be brought

into the field of any system of conductors, their coefficients of

potential of the type prr are in general diminished, and if

Prr, Prs, Pss bc three coefficients of potential before the intro-

duction of the new conductor, jo^r', Prii pJ the same coefficients

afterwards,

{PrrPns " Prr'Pss) IS UOt IcSS than ( Prs " Prs'Y-

(Tripos 1896.)

42. A small insulated conductor originally uncharged is

connected alternately with two insulated conductors A and B
at a considerable distance apart. If ^0 and eo are the oiiginal

charges of A and B, e^ and e^ their charges after the carrier

has touched A and then touched B, prove that the charge on

B when the carrier has touched A and B each n times is

"a^-1 (a^ - 1) a«-i^-i
'

where a = eo/ei , and ^ = (eo + e^ - e^\e{. (St John's Coll.)
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IMAGES AND INVERSION

VI

43. An electric charge e is situated between two un-

insulated conducting infinite half planes which meet at a right

angle. Shew that the charge induced on the planes is equal

and opposite to e ; and that it is divided between them in the

inverse ratio of the angles into which a plane through the

edge and the inducing charge divides their right angle of

intersection. (St John's Coll.)

41 Within a spherical hollow, in a conductor connected

to earth, equal point charges e are placed at equal distances/

from the centre, on the same diameter. Shew that each is

acted on by a force equal to

4«V^

45. A point charge e is held at a distance / from the

centre of an insulated spherical conductor of radius a, which

carries a charge E. Prove that the surface density at the

point of the sphere most remote from the charge e will be

zero if

E = -ea^{^f^a)l\f{J^a)\

46. Prove that the image, with respect to a conducting

sphere of radius a, of an electric doublet of strength /x with

axis radial, at a distance / from the centre, consists of a

doublet of strength iW?lP and a charge /w^^//^ both at the

inverse point
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47. A conductor is bounded by the larger portions of two

equal spheres of radius a cutting at an angle \tt and of a

third sphere of radius c cutting the two former orthogonally
;

shew that the capacity of the conductor is

(IVipos 1904.)

48. An insulated hollow conductor of radius a has a

charge E^ and a point charge e is placed at an external point

distant / from the centre. Shew that the repulsion exerted

on the point charge is

Ee e'a'i'lf-a')

Would this expression be correct if the point charge were

placed at an internal point ?

49. Prove that if the effect in external space of a

particular distribution of charge on a conductor is exactly

equivalent to that of a set of " images " within the conductor,

the total charge is equal to the algebraic sum of the images.

Two equal conducting spheres of radius a are in contact

and are freely charged to unit potential ; by inversion, or

otherwise, determine a set of images equivalent to the free

charge, and shew that the total charge is 2aloge2.

(See Maxwell, Vol. i. § 175.)

50. An uncharged insulated conductor formed of two

equal spheres of radius a, cutting one another at right angles,

is placed in a uniform field of force of intensity F, with the

line joining the centres parallel to the lines of force: prove that

the charges induced on the two spheres are -^ Fa^ and

-^-Fa\ (Tripos 1903.)
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VII

51. Electricity is induced on an uninsulated spherical

conductor, of radius a, by a uniform surface distribution,

density <r, over an external concentric non-conducting spherical

segment, of radius c. Prove that the surface density at the

point A of the conductor at the nearer end of the axis of the

segment is

. c(c + a)A AB\

where B is the point of the segment on its axis, and D is any

point on its edge. (Tripos 1901.)

52. A conducting sphere of radius a is in contact with

an infinite conducting plane. Shew that, if a unit point

charge be placed beyond the sphere and on the diameter

through the point of contact at distance c from that point,

the charge induced on the plane is cot— , and on the

sphere — cot 1. (Tripos 1895.)
c c

53. Construct the system of images consequent on present-

ing a charge to an uninsulated conductor consisting of an infinite

plane with a hemispherical boss. If the inducing charge be e

at a distance/from the centre of the boss, and the distance/

make an angle a with the normal to the plane, shew that the

total charge on the boss is

- ji c?M |l + 5|^ Pa (/a) P^ (cos a)

+ 9 j,P4(/*)P4(C0Sa) + ...}.

(St John's Coll.)

54. A circular disc of radius a is under the influence of

a charge ^ at a point in its plane at a distance b from the

centre of the disc ; shew that the density of the induced
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distribution at a point on the disc is ^ oy^o * / -^ -.
, where

r and R are the distances of the point from the centre of the

disc and the charge. (Tripos 1898.)

55. A closed conductor is freely charged, and the fact

that there is no electric force on an internal point is inverted

with respect to that point. Shew that the result of inversion

is, in effect, the theorem that if a closed uninsulated conductor

be charged by induction, the inducing charge being concen-

trated at any internal point, then the centre of inertia of the

induced charge is at the inducing point. (St John's Coll.)

56. A cylinder whose cross-section is one branch of a rect-

angular hyperbola is maintained at zero potential under the

influence of a line charge parallel to its axis and on the

concave side. Prove that the image consists of three such line

charges, and hence find the density of the induced distribution.

(Tripos 1902.)

57. Determine the surface density of electricity at any

point upon a charged elliptic disc undisturbed by external

electrical influence.

A thin spherical bowl is formed by the portion of the

sphere a^ { if^ + z^ =^ cz bounded by and lying within the cone

x^la^+y'^lb'^ = z^lc^y and is put in connection with the earth by

a fine wire. The point is the origin, and (7, diametrically

opposite to 0, is the vertex of the bowl
; Q is any point on

the rim, and P is any point on the great circle arc CQ. Shew
that the surface density induced at P by a charge E placed

at is given by

where 1= ^ . (Tripos 1897.)
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SPECIFIC INDUCTIVE CAPACITY

VIII

58. An attracted disc electrometer is immersed in an

insulating oil with specific inductive capacity 2. The area of

the attracted disc is 50 sq. cm., and its distance from the

fixed plate 0'5 cm. If the electric pull on the disc is 500 dynes,

find its difference of potential from that of the fixed plate.

(Nat. Sci. Tripos 1900.)

59. The electrostatic field due to given conductors carrying

given charges being known when the dielectric is air, shew

that the partial substitution of another homogeneous di-

electric changes the field oiforce but leaves the field of electric

displacement unchanged, provided the boundary of the space

occupied by the new dielectric is made up of equipotential

surfaces.

60. The electrostatic field due to given conductors at

given potentials being known when the dielectric is air,

shew that the partial substitution of another homogeneous
dielectric leaves the field of force unchanged, but alters the

charges, provided the boundary of the space occupied by the

new dielectric is made up partly of lines of force and partly of

portions of the surfaces of the conductors.

61. If half the space between two concentric spherical

conductors be filled with solid dielectric of specific inductive

capacity K^ the dividing surface between the solid and the

air being a plane through the centre of the spheres, shew that

the capacity of the condenser so formed will be the same as

though the whole dielectric were of uniform specific inductive

capacity J (1 + JT). ('IVipos 1894.)

L. 2
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62. A condenser is formed of two very long circular and

coaxial cylindrical conductors. If a portion of the inter-

mediate space, bounded by planes through the axis inclined

to one another at an angle a, be filled with a dielectric of

specific inductive capacity AT, shew that the capacity per unit

length is increased in the ratio

l.^(ir-l):l.

63. A hollow sphere of sulphur (of specific inductive

capacity 3) whose inner radius is half its outer, is introduced

into a uniform field of electric force. Prove that the intensity

of the field in the hollow will be less than that of the original

field in the ratio 27 : 34.

64. An infinitely long solid circular cylinder of radius R,

composed of a dielectric whose s. i. c. is 4, is placed in a

uniform field of electric force of intensity H, with its axis

perpendicular to the lines of force. Shew that the new field

thus produced is uniform and of intensity ^H inside the

cylinder, while outside it is the same as if the cylinder were

replaced by a line-doublet of strength -^^ R^H.

65. A conductor has a charge e, and Fi, F2(Fi> Fa),

are the potentials of two of the equipotential surfaces com-

pletely surrounding it ; shew that, if the space between these

two equipotential surfaces be now filled with a dielectric of

specific inductive capacity K, the change in the energy of the

system is J^ ( Fi - V^) {K- \)IK. (Tripos 1898.)

66. A curve is drawn on the surface of a freely electrified

oval conductor surrounded by air, dividing it into two parts

on which the charges are E and E' respectively. The space

enclosed by the portion of the surface of the conductor on

which the charge is E' and by the lines of force drawn from

every point of the curve to infinity, is filled with a dielectric
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of s. I. c/ K. Prove that the potential of .the conductor is

now diminished in the ratioE^ E' \E ^ KE'.

(Tripos 1906.)

67. Verify that, if in a dielectric, not necessarily ho-

mogeneous, electric intensity {R) and electric displacement

{KRj4:Tr) are regarded as stress and corresponding strain, the

total energy thus stored in an electrostatic field is equal to

half the surface integral of the product of potential and
surface density, extended to the surfaces of all the conductors.

IX

68. Three thin conducting sheets are in the form of

concentric spheres of radii a + c?, a, « - c respectively. The
dielectric between the outer and middle sheet is of specific

inductive capacity K, and that between the middle and inner

sheet is air. At first the outer sheet is uninsulated, the

inner sheet is uncharged and insulated, the middle coating

is charged to potential V and insulated. The inner sheet is

now uninsulated without connection with the middle sheet.

Prove that the potential of the middle sheet falls to

KVc{a + d)l{Kc (a-\-d) + d(a- c)}.

(Tripos 1895.)

69. Shew that the insertion of a slab of paraffin between

two electric charges of opposite sign will increase their mutual

attraction. (St John's Coll.)

70. A dielectric hemisphere of radius a and inductive

capacity K is laid flat against an unlimited plane conductor

charged to surface density o-
; prove that the disturbance

which its presence produces in the field of force is derived

from a potential

, K- 1 a^a:

where ic is the distance from the plane, and r the distance

from the centre of the hemisphere. (St John's Coll.)

2—2
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71. Shew that the capacity of the condenser consisting of

the conducting spheres r = a and r = 6, with a heterogeneous

dielectric in which K^f (0, </>), is

n2ir

the notation being that of three-dimensional polar coordinates.

72. Prove that the capacity of a condenser is approxi-

mately ^ [KBSl4:7rt], where t is the thickness of the dielectric

and K its inductive capacity in the neighbourhood of the

element of area SS of either plate. By how much per cent, is

this formula in error for the case of a spherical air-condenser

whose thickness is one-tenth of the radius of curvature of the

outer plate? (St John's Coll.)

73. One face of a condenser is a circular plate of radius

a, and the other is a segment of a sphere of radius It so large

that it is almost flat
;
prove that the capacity is approximately

^KE log (tilt^), where t^, t^ are the thicknesses of the dielectric

at the middle and edge of the condenser. Determine the

distribution of charge. (St John's Coll.)

74. A condenser is formed of two parallel plates, whose

distance apart is h, one of which is at zero potential. The

space between the plates is filled with a dielectric whose s. i. c.

K increases uniformly from one plate to the other. Shew that

the capacity per unit area of the condenser is

^irhI'H-d'
where k^, k^ are the values of k at the surfaces of the plates,

the inequality of the distribution at the edges of the plates

being neglected. (Tripos 1899.)
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75. Two conductors of capacities in air Cj and Cg respec-

tively are on the same normal to the plane boundary surface

between two uniform dielectrics of specific inductive capacities

Ki and K2. The conductor c, is in the dielectric k, at a great

distance a from the boundary ; the conductor c^, is in the

dielectric k.^ at a great distance h from the boundary. The
conductors are connected by a thin wire and charged. Prove

that the charge is distributed between them approximately

in the ratio of

/A_i ^1 - ^^2 1 2k2 1 1

^ Ica 2 K] + Kg 6 Ki + K^ a + bf

^ 'fa 1~ + «
-

1\ '

[Ci 2 Kj + Kj a Ki + K2 a + o)

(Tripos 1895.)

76. A conducting sphere of radius a is surrounded by a

heterogeneous dielectric for which K= 1 + X^r-^ where r is

distance from the centre. Shew that its capacity is

A./tan-^ (A/«).

77. A spherical conductor of radius a is surrounded by a

uniform dielectric whose specific inductive capacity is k, and
the dielectric is bounded by a sphere of radius b having its

centre at a small distance y from the centre of the conductor
;

prove that, if the potential of the conductor is V and there

are no other conductors in the field, the surface-density at

a point where the radius makes an angle 6 with the line of

centres is

KVb ( Q(K-l)ya^cosO ]

47ra{(K-l)a + 6} \ 2 {K-l)a^ + {K + 2)b'} '

(Tripos 1898.)
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78. If a dielectric sphere of specific inductive capacity k

is surrounded by a concentric thin circular wire of larger

radius b carrying a charge E, prove that the potential within

the sphere is

bV^i^ '^ l+2n(l+K) 2.4.6... 2/i W n*
(Tripos 1904.)

79. Obtain the differential equation satisfied by the

electrostatic potential at any point of a dielectric in which

the specific inductive capacity is variable.

Verify that if ^cc e'"^^^, where r is the distance from

a fixed point in the medium, a solution of this equation is

(•) ["
T 1^ ~|

1 in COS ^,

and hence determine the potential at any point of a sphere

whose specific inductive capacity is the above function of the

distance from the centre, when placed in a uniform field of

force. (Tripos 1894.)

80. A being a function of ^, ^, z, defined as the positive

root of the cubic ajV{a^ + ^) + flip^ + ^) + z'Kf + X) = 1, shew

that the condenser whose plates are the ellipsoids A. = Xj, X = Ag,

with a heterogeneous dielectric whose s. i. c. K at any point

is given by K=f{K\ has the capacity

/ rA2 dk
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STEADY CURRENTS

XI

81. A galvanometer of 100 ohms resistance is placed in

series with a resistance of 100 ohms and with a battery which

has an e.m.f. of 15 volts and an internal resistance of 4 ohms.

Find the current passing through the galvanometer, and what

it would be if the galvanometer were shunted with 15 ohms,

and the battery with 20 ohms. (Mech. Sci. Tripos 1900.)

82. A galvanometer of 100 ohms resistance is in series

with a resistance of 200 ohms, and with a battery whose

resistance is 5 ohms, and whos'e e.m.f. is 1"8 volts. Find

the current passing through the galvanometer (i) when the

circuit is as described, (ii) when the galvanometer is shunted

with a resistance of 25 ohms. (Mech. Sci. Special 1904.)

83. Calculate what current a battery of 10 accumulators

in series can send through a wire of 5 ohms resistance. Each

accumulator has an e. m. f. of two volts and an internal resist-

ance of '3 ohm. (Mech. Sci. Special 1895.)
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84. Shew that if two cells of e.m.f.s E^ and E^ and re-

sistances Vx and i\ be connected in parallel, they are equiva-

lent to a single cell of e.m.f.

and of resistance 1 /(— + — )

.

/ Vn rj
(Nat. Sci. Tripos 1895.)

85. Prove that the equivalent resistance of a cubical

framework of wires, each of resistance 1 ohm, for a current

which enters and leaves at the ends of a wire, is yV ohm.

(St John's Coll.)

86. Shew that the resistance between the opposite corners

of a network of wires forming the edges of a cube is reduced

to 14 of its previous value by inserting a wire, forming a

diagonal of the cube, between two other corners adjacent to

the given one ; the resistances of all the wires being equal.

(St John's Coll.)

87. A pair of copper bars are required to transmit

200 amperes from a dynamo to a motor at 1000 metres dis-

tance. The E.M.F. at the dynamo is 100 volts, and the

E.M.F. at the motor is not to be less than 96 volts. If the

specific resistance of copper is 1*6 x 10~® ohms per centimetre

cube, calculate the least section each bar may have.

(Mech. Sci. Special 1894.)

88. A certain kind of cell has a resistance of 10 ohms,

and an E. M. F. of '85 of a volt. Shew that the greatest cur-

rent which can be produced in a wire whose resistance is

22*5 ohms, by a battery of five such cells, arranged in a single

series of which any element is either one cell or a set of cells

in parallel, is exactly "06 of an ampere.

89. A piece of wire is bent into the form of a rectangle

whose sides are 3 inches and one inch; the points of tri-
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section of the longer sides are joined by two straight pieces

of the same wire, so as to form three squares. A current

enters the rectangle at one corner and leaves at the opposite

corner. Prove that the current in either of the cross wires

is J of the total current. Find the length of a single piece of

wire whose resistance equals that of the frame.

90. If ABGD be fouf points connected by five wires

AB, AG, BG, DB, DG, and a current enter the framework

at A and leave it at />, shew that the resistance of the frame-

work must lie between

(My)^±^ he py
(b + y) + (c + (3)

^'''' b +c^ + y'

whatever the resistance of BG be, where b, c, ft y are the

resistances of GA, AB, BD, BG respectively.

(St John's Coll.)

91. A, B are the ends of a long telegraph wire with a

number of faults and G is an intermediate point on the wire

:

the resistance to a current sent from ^4 is ^ when G is earth-

connected, but if G is not earth-connected the resistance is S
or T according as the end B is to earth or insulated. If

E', S\ T' denote the resistances under similar circumstances

when a current is sent from B towards A, shew that

T (E-S) = R' {B - T). Crripos 1903.)

92. Six points A, A', B, B', G, G' are connected to one

another by copper wires whose lengths in yards are as follows

:

AA'=U, BG=B'G=\, BG' = B'G'=2, AB = A'B' = G,

AG[ = A'G' = 8. Also B and B' are joined by wires, each a

yard in length, to the terminals of a battery whose internal

resistance is equal to that of r j^ards of the wire ; and all the

wires are of the same thickness. Shew that the current in

the wire AA' is equal to that which the battery would main-

tain in a simple circuit consisting of Sir + 104 yards of the

wire.
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93. A fault of given Earth-resistance developes in a

telegraph line. Prove that the current at the receiving end

generated by an assigned battery at the signalling end is least

when the fault is in the middle of the line. (Tripos 1895.)

94. A length 4a of uniform wire is bent into the form of

a square, and the opposite angular points are joined with

straight pieces of the same wire which are in contact at their

intersection ; a given current enters at the intersection of the

diagonals and leaves at an angular point; find the current

strengths in the various parts of the network, and shew that

its whole resistance is equal to that of a length a \/2 1(2 ^2 + 1)

of the wire. (Tripos 1897.)

XII

95. A current of 25 amperes is passed through a coil

immersed in a vessel containing 12 pounds of water, a con-

stant p. D. of 1 1 volts being maintained at the terminals of the

coil. Express the rate of production of heat energy in Watts

and in Horse-power, and determine the rise of temperature of

the water in 4 minutes, making no allowance for radiation or

other losses of heat. (Mech. Sci. Special 1903.)

96. Calculate the power required to light 80 incandescent

lamps, if the electromotive force required be 65 volts and the

current required in each be '8 ampere. If the lamps be all in

parallel and the leads have a resistance of "5 ohm, calculate

the power wasted in them. (Lond. Univ.)

97. A coil of wire with a resistance of 2 ohms is placed

in circuit with a battery of e.m.f. 40 volts and negligible

resistance. The coil is placed in a very well lagged vessel

containing two pounds of water : find how long it would take

to bring the water to boiling point, if the temperature be 60° F.

Also find the energy expended. (Mech. Sci. Tripos 1900.)
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98. A current of half an anip6re is passed for 15 minutes

through a coil of wire possessing a resistance of 2 ohms.

Calculate the rise of temperature produced in 250 grammes

of water surrounding the coil. (Mech. Sci. Tripos 1905.)

99. A galvanometer of 6000 ohms resistance is shunted

by a resistance of 2 ohms and is placed in series with a bat-

tery and a silver voltameter. It is found that 3 '2 grammes

of silver are deposited in 6 hours, the galvanometer all the

time maintaining a steady deflection of 5 scale divisions. If

the electrochemical equivalent of silver be 0*(X)1118 in

ampere-seconds, find the current through the galvanometer,

corresponding to a deflection of one scale division.

(Mech. Sci. Special 1903.)

100. Two long equal parallel wires AB, A'B', of length /,

have their ends B, R joined by a wire of negligible resistance,

while i4, ^' are joined to the poles of a cell whose resistance

is equal to that of a length r of the wire. A similar cell is

placed as a bridge across the wires at a distance x from A A'.

Shew that the eff'ect of the second cell is to increase the

current in BB' in the ratio

2 (21 + r) {x + r)l {r (4/ + r) + 2x (2/ - r) - 4a^}.

101. A double bridge is made on the following plan: A
triangle A'B'C lies inside another triangle ABC; the sides

of these triangles represent resistances, and other resistances

connect the vertices AA\ BB\ CC: shew that the condition

that CC shall be conjugate to AB, so that a battery in one

of these branches shall not affect the current in the other, is

aa-b/3_ a'b-h'a

c
~

a' + 6' + c"

where a is the resistance in BC, a' that in B'C, and a that in

A A'. Hence or otherwise shew that, when alb = alb\ the

condition is that each of these is equal to ^/a.

(St John's Coll.)
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102. A current C is introduced into a network of linear

conductors at A and taken out at B, and Hi is the heat

generated; H^ is the heat generated when the network is

closed and an e. m. f. E inserted in the linear conductor AB
of resistance r ; shew that

and illustrate the maximum and minimum theorems that

belong to the case. (St John's Coll.)

103. A, B, C are three stations on the same telegraph-

wire. An operator at A knows that there is a fault between

A and B, and observes that the current at A when he uses

a given battery is i, i\ or i" according as B is insulated and

G to earth, B to earth, or B and C both insulated. Shew that

the distance of the fault from A may be obtained in the form

{Ka - Kb + (b- a)^ (Ka - K'b)^/(K - k),

where AB = a, BC = b-a,K = i"/(i - i"\ and k' = i" l{i' - i").

(Tripos 1904.)

104. The resistances of three wires BC, CA, AB oi the

same uniform section and material are a, b, c respectively;

another wire from A of constant resistance d can make a

sliding contact with BC. If a current enter at A and leave

at the point of contact with BC, shew that the maximum
resistance of the network is

(a + b + c) dl(a + b + c + 4:d),

and determine the least resistance. (Tripos 1896.)

105. A battery, of electromotive force E and of resistance

B, is connected with the terminals of two wires arranged in

parallel. The resistances of the wires are B and r. The first

wire includes a voltameter, which is such that a unit current

passing through it for a unit of time does p units of work ; its

V
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resistance is included in R. Prove that, if E be greater than

p{B + r)/r, the current through the battery is

{E(E + r) -pr]l{Rr + B(B + r)}.

(Tripos 1895.)

106. Prove that, for a leaky telegraph line BG with two

earth faults of any resistances, the best resistance to give to

the receiving galvanometer of the end G of the line is equal

to the apparent resistance, tested at G, of the line with a

battery instead of the galvanometer at the end G and the

battery at B removed. The current may be assumed to rise to

its full intensity instantaneously throughout the line, and the

battery resistances may be neglected. Also it may be assumed

that, if a galvanometer wire be wound till its resistance is B,

then the magnetic effect on the needle of a current C through

it is proportional to C JB. (Tripos 1894.)

XIII

107. Find the current required from the generating

dynamos to run a motor of 100 b.h.p. if its efficiency is

90 per cent, and the terminal pressure is 500 volts. If the

armature revolves 600 times per minute, what is the torque

exerted by the shaft ? (Mech. Sci. Spec. 1896.)

108. A motor under load is running at 1800 revolutions,

and is taking a current of 6 amperes at 100 volts. If its

efficiency is 70 7o find the torque on its spindle.

(Mech. Sci. Spec. 1900.)

109. Incandescent lamps each taking 0'6 ampere are

placed across two mains at a point one mile distant from the

generating station. The greatest number of lamps running at

any time is 120, and it is required that the p.d. across their

terminals shall not fall below 100 volts. In the generating

station a p.d. of 120 volts can be maintained across the mains.
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What is the resistance of each main ? and what is the cross-

section of the copper in each main if a copper wire 1000 feet

long and 0'02 sq. inch in section has a resistance of 0*4 ohm ?

(Mech. Sci. Special 1903.)

110. If n telegraph poles of resistance R be joined in

pairs with wires of resistance r, and an electromotive force E
be inserted between any pair of poles, shew that the current

in that wire is

E ({n-2)R + r\

r \ nR + r j

*

(St John's Coll.)

111. If every pair of n electrodes are connected by a

conductor of resistance R, shew that the equivalent resistance

2
of the network between any pair of electrodes is - R.

(Tripos 1894.)

112. Two equal straight pieces of wire AoAn, BoBn are

each divided into n equal parts at the points A-^...An-x and

Bi...Bn-i respectively, the resistance of each part and that

of AnBn being R. The corresponding points of each wire

from 1 to n inclusive are joined by cross wires and a battery

is placed in AoBq. Shew that, if the current through each

cross wire is the same, the resistance of the cross wire AgBg is

{(n-sf + (n-s)+l}R.
(Tripos 1898.)

113. The sectional area of a wire of uniform material of

specific resistance o- is equal to A + Ba^ where ^ is the distance

from one end. Determine the resistance of a length I of the

wire ; and find the position of a point at which the electric

potential is the mean of those at the ends, when a steady

current is flowing through it. (St John's Coll.)
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FLOW IN THIN SHEE^rS, ETC.

XIV

114. Electric currents are introduced into an infinite

plane sheet at a series of electrodes. Shew that the asym-

ptotes of the lines of flow all meet in the mean centre (centre

of gravity) of the electrodes. (St John's Coll.)

115. A submarine cable has <^ = <^i for its core and the

space between 4> = <i>i and <f>
=

<f)o for its sheathing, where

<t> + i^ =/(^ + iy) • shew that its insulation resistance per unit

length is

P(<t>i-<f>o)l[H

where [j/'] is the increment of
\J/

in travelling once round the

core, and p the specific resistance of the insulator.

(St .John's Coll.)

116. Prove that, if in the steady flow of electricity in a

thin plane sheet of specific areal resistance o- the potential

V and its conjugate function are given by F+ iij/ ^ F{x + iy)^

where a?, y are Cartesian coordinates, and if x-viy^f{^ + irj),

then the relation V+ iif/ = F{f{^ + iy})] defines a current flow

in the plane of ^, rj, such that there are electrodes of equal

strength at corresponding points of the two planes, provided

such points are not infinities or branch points of the function/

or its inverse.

Using the transformation x + iy = exp. (^ + irj)^ prove that

the resistance of an infinite strip of uniform breadth tt between

two electrodes distant 2a apart, situated on the mid-line of the

strip, and having equal radii 8, is ((t/tt) log [(2/8) tanh a\.

117. Electricity is flowing in a uniform thin conducting

sheet of (areal) resistance a-. The sheet is a circular disc, and

the current enters and leaves by two circular wires of small
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radius e whose central lines pass through the edge of the disc

at the extremities of a chord of length d. Shew that the total

resistance of the sheet is

(2cr/7r)logW^).

118. A thin circular disc of radius a forms part of a

conducting circuit in which a given current is flowing, and

the current enters and leaves the disc at two points S3nQi-

metrically situated at a distance c from its centre by wires

of small radius 8; prove that the resistance of the disc is

0-, r2c(a2 + c2)l
-log

17^)3

j

where o- is the specific resistance of the material of the disc

per unit area. (St John's Coll.)

119. Prove that the electric flow in an infinite strip of

uniform breadth, round a slit half-way between the edges,

beginning at the origin and proceeding to infinity, is repre-

sented by potential and stream functions <^, i/^, where

cos(2</> + iA) = ^<''"^'^^'^

Find an expression for the resistance of a portion of the

circuit including the corner. (St John's Coll.)

120. An electric current flows from one region into

another through a circular aperture in a thin flat insulating

plate; shew that the resistance of the aperture is inversely

proportional to its diameter, being the specific resistance of

the conducting medium divided by that diameter.

(St John's Coll.)
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SMALL MAGNETS

XV
121. A small magnet placed end-on at 1 m, from a

declination magnetometer deflects it through 1° 30', and when
placed end-on at 2 m. from a hifilar magnetometer deflects it

through seven divisions of its scale. Calculate the percentage

of change in the horizontal component of the earth's magnetic

intensity that is represented by each division of the scale of

the bifilar, assuming its average value to be H=0'lSll.
(Lond. Univ.)

122. Prove that the action between two small magnets

reduces to a single force if cos ^ = 2 cos Cj cos ra, where is the

angle between their axes and e^, fo the angles their axes make
with the line drawn from the centre of one to that of the

other. (Tripos 1894.)

123. Two magnetic needles of moments M and M' are

soldered together so that their directions include an angle a :

shew that when they are suspended in a horizontal plane so

as to swing freely in that plane, the directions of the needles

will make angles 6, 0' with the magnetic meridian such that

sin^ _ sin 0' _ sin a

^' ~ ^ ~
(M^ + M"' + 2M]yrco8a)^'

(St John's CoU.)

L. 3
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124. Two small magnets float horizontally on the surface

of water, one along the direction of the line joining them and
the other at right angles to it : prove that the action of each

magnet on the other reduces to a single force at right angles

to the line joining them and meeting that line at one-third of

its length from the longitudinal magnet. (St John's Coll.)

125. Prove that when the plane of a dip-circle is turned

out of the magnetic meridian through an angle a, the tangent

of the dip of its needle is increased in the ratio sec a. Prove

also that the periodic time of the small vertical oscillations of

the needle is increased in the inverse ratio of

cos^ 8 (008^^0 + tan'' 8)^,

where S is the true dip. (St John's Coll.)

126. Two small bar magnets, whose magnetic moments
are /m, /x', have their centres fixed at two points A, B, distant

c apart. The former has its axis fixed at an inclination 6 to

AB, while the latter is free to move about its centre with its

axis in the same plane as that of the other. Prove that it

will oscillate in the same manner as a simple pendulum of

length

where / is the moment of inertia of the moving magnet about

a line through its centre perpendicular to the plane of motion.

(St John's Coll.)

127. Prove that if there are two magnetic molecules, of

moments M and M\ with their centres fixed at A and B,

where AB = rj and one of the molecules swings freely, while

the other is acted on by a given couple, so that when the

system is in equihbrium this molecule makes an angle 6 with

ABy then the moment of the couple is

iMM' sin 2^/{/^ (3 cos^^ + 1%
where there is no external magnetic field. (Tripos 1901.)
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SMALL MAGNETS, EARTH'S MAGNETISM, FrC.

XVI

128. Prove that there are four positions in which a given

bar magnet may be placed in order to destroy the earth's

control of a compass needle, so that the needle shall point

indifferently in all directions. Shew that if the bar is short

compared with its distance from the needle, one pair of these

positions are about 1 J times more distant than the other pair.

(St John's Coll.)

129. A compass needle is deflected through an angle by

a steel magnet in its neighbourhood, pointing towards it in

the direction of magnetic East and West : shew that its period

of free vibration is at the same time altered in the ratio

Vcos 6 to unity. (St John's Coll.)

130. If a magnet be successively placed at two different

distances n and rg end-on to a magnetometer, shew that the

ratio of its moment (w) to the horizontal force of the earth

{H) can be calculated from the deflections Si and h^ of the

magnetometer needle by the formula

m _ Ti tan Sj - ri tan 82

(Nat. Sci. Tripos 1895.)

131. According to Gauss the Earth's magnetic field would

require to produce it a strong iron magnet of 10 lbs. weight

per cubic foot of the Earth, if it were uniformly magnetised.

The magnetic storms connected with Sun-spots often produce

fluctuations of one per cent, in this field. If this were due to

the Sun acting as an ordinary magnet, find what order of

intensity of magnetization would be required in the Sun.

(St John's Coll.)

3—2
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132. If V denote the potential of the Earth's magnetic

field and i^ the vertical component of the magnetic force, at

the Earth's surface, shew that the field in outside space may
be considered as due to a surface distribution of density

F V

where a is the Earth's radius. (St John's Coll.)

133. Supposing the Earth to be uniformly magnetized, and

being given that the horizontal component of its magnetic field

at a place in magnetic latitude 50° is 0*17, determine its inten-

sity of magnetization in c.G.s. units to two significant figures.

A bar magnet of volume 6 cubic inches, placed 3 feet

away sideways from a compass needle at this place, and

pointing towards it, is found to deflect it through 2° ; find

the mean intensity of magnetization of the bar.

(St John's Coll.)

134. Two magnetic molecules of equal moment are fixed

with their axes parallel to the axis of z and in the same

direction and their centres at the points (± a, 0, 0). Shew

that if another magnetic molecule is free to turn about its

centre, which is fixed at the point (0, y, z), its axis will rest

in the plane a? = and will make with the axis of z the angle

i^ii-^{Syzl(22^-a'-f)}.

Examine which of the two positions of equilibrium is stable.

(Tripos 1899.)

V
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MAGNETS AND STEADY CURRENTS

XVII

135. The circumference of a sine galvanometer is 1 metre

;

the Earth's horizontal magnetic force is 18 dyne. Shew that

the greatest current which can be measured by the galvano-

meter is 4 "56 amperes approximately. (Tripos 1896.)

136. A given current sent through a tangent galvano-

meter deflects the magnet through an angle B. The plane of

the coil is slowly rotated round the vertical axis through the

centre of the magnet. Prove that, if ^ > ;i7r, the magnet will

describe complete revolutions, but if ^ < Jtt, the magnet will

oscillate through an angle sin~^ (tan 6) on each side of the

meridian. (Tripos 1906.)

137. Prove that, in addition to the couple exerted, any

small magnet is acted upon by an infinite straight current i

at distance ?', with a force equal to 2ifji'li-^, where /a' is the

projection of its moment on a plane perpendicular to the

current. (St John's Coll.)

138. A direct current and the return current flow in long

parallel wires : shew that the lines of magnetic force due to

them are all circles. (St John's Coll.)

139. A current flows along a straight horizontal wire and

returns along another one
;
prove that the curves assumed by

iron filings, spread on a horizontal plate perpendicular to the

shortest distance between the wires, are the orthogonal tra-

jectories of a system of hyperbolas with common asymptotes

parallel to the cuiTents. (St John's Coll.)
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140. Calculate the strength of a current from the following

data : Diameter of each circle of a double ring tangent gal-

vanometer, 4() cm. Distance apart, 20 cm. Deflection of

needle, situated at middle of common axis 30°. Horizontal

intensity of the Earth's field '18 c.G.s. (Lond. Univ.)

141. A solenoid two feet long is uniformly wound with

800 turns of wire, and is placed in a horizontal plane pointing

north and south in a place where the horizontal component

of the earth's field is 0'18. It is placed in series with a cell

of small resistance and e.m.f. 1*98 volts, and a resistance box.

If the resistance of the coil is 4 ohms, find the resistance that

must be added to reduce the field inside to zero.

(Mech. Sci. Tripos 1900.)

XVIII

142. Prove that the components of magnetic force due to

a circular wire of small sectional area carrying a current C are

approximately

Radial ^''^fy.

Axial ^-^U-l^,,l/\

where x, y are the distances (supposed small) of the point

from the plane of the wire and its axis respectively, and a is

the radius of the wire. (Mech. Sci. Tripos 1905.)

143. A short compass needle is freely suspended in a

field of uniform horizontal magnetic force H. Prove that the

angle through which it will be steadily deflected by a very

long straight vertical current /, placed at a distance c from it

in the direction of the lines of force of the field, is approxi-

mately tan-i (2i/IIc). (St John's Coll.)
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144. In a galvanometer the sensibility is measured by

the ratio of the increment of deflection to the increment of

current, estimated per unit current. Shew that the galvano-

meter will be most sensitive when the deflection is ir/4 ; and

that in measuring the current given by a generator whose

E.M.F. is E, and internal resistance R^ the galvanometer will

be most sensitive if there be placed across its terminals a

shunt of resistance HRrl{E -H{R + r)]^ where r is the re-

sistance of the galvanometer, and H is the constant of the

instrument (namely such that when the deflection is S the

current is /Ttan 8).

What is the meaning of this result if the denominator

vanishes or becomes negative? (Tripos 1899.)

145. A fine wire covered with insulating material is

wound in the form of a circular disc, the ends being at the

centre and the circumference. A current is sent through the

wire such that / is the quantity of electricity that flows per

unit time across unit length of any radius of the disc ; shew

that the magnetic force at any point on the axis of the disc is

27r/ {cosh~^ (sec a) - sin a},

where a is the angle subtended at the point by any radius of

the disc. (Tripos 1898.)

146. A steady current is flowing in a very long cylinder

of uniform non-magnetic material and any sectional area

:

shew that the lines of force near the cylinder coincide with the

sections of the equipotential surfaces of a uniform gravitating

cylinder of the same form of cross-section. (St John's Coll.)

147. A current flows round a polygon formed of arcs of

great circles on a sphere : shew that the magnetic field due to

it, at the centre of the sphere, is directed towards the centre

of gravity of loads situated at the vertices of the polar

polygon and proportional to its respective exterior angles.

(St John's CoU.)
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MAGNETIC INDUCTION

XIX

148. A sphere of soft iron of radius a and magnetic

permeability /a is placed in a field of uniform magnetic force

parallel to the axis of z. Shew that the lines of force external

to the sphere lie on surfaces of revolution, the equation of

which is of the form j 1 + —

—

-~ l-\ \ (a^ + q/^) = constant

;

r being the distance from the centre of the sphere.

(Tripos 1896.)

149. A small magnet of moment M is held in presence of

a very large fixed mass of soft iron (of permeability /x) with a

very large plane face ; the magnet is at a distance a from the

plane face, and makes an angle with a. Shew that a certain

force, and a couple (ft - 1) M^ sin cos 0/S (fi + 1) a^ are re-

quired to keep the magnet in position.

150. An infinitely long hollow iron cylinder of per-

meability fi, the cross-section being concentric circles of radii

a and b (a < b\ is placed in a uniform field of magnetic force

the direction of which is perpendicular to the generators of

the cylinder; shew that the number of lines of induction

through the space occupied by the cylinder is changed by

inserting the cylinder in the field in the ratio

(Tripos 1904.)

151. A small magnet is placed at the centre of a spherical

iron shell whose external and internal radii are a and b, and

whose magnetic permeability is /x. Shew that the field of

force outside the shell is that due to a weaker magnet at the

centre. Give formulae. (St John's Coll.)
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152. If the magnetic field within a body of permeability

/A be uniform, shew that any spherical portion can be removed

and the cavity filled up with a concentric spherical nucleus of

permeability /Xj and a concentric shell of permeability /i,

without affecting the external field, provided /x lies between

/Ai and /Jto, and the ratio of the volume of the nucleus to that

of the shell is properly chosen. Prove also that the field

inside the nucleus is uniform and that its intensity is greater

or less than that outside according as /x is greater or less

than fti. (Tripos 1903.)

153. A sphere of soft iron of magnetic penneability /x is

introduced into the field produced by a single magnetic pole

of strength m at a point A outside the sphere and distant h

from its centre C. Prove that the magnetic potential at a

point F inside the sphere is

2
2n + 1 r"P„(cos^)

n+l
w=o nfA + (w + 1) h^

where PC is r and the angle PGA is 0, (Tripos 1900.)

154. A solid ellipsoid (a, b, c) of soft iron whose per-

meability is /x is placed in a uniform field of magnetic force JT
parallel to the axis of ic. Verify that the internal and external

potentials of the induced magnetisation are

Oi = PAiX, Qo = PA^x,

where Ai
diff

^(a^ + ./^)2(6'^ + ,/.)i(c2 + ,/r)i'

P--(,^-l)XI{(,x-l)A, + 2(ahcyi

and /x is the parameter of the confocal through the point

considered. (St John's Coll.)
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155. A circular wire of radius a is concentric with a

spherical shell of soft iron of radii h and c. Shew that, if a

steady unit current flow round the wire, the presence of the

iron increases the number of lines of induction through the

wire by

h^ {(2/i. + 1) (/t + 2) c^ - 2 (/x - ly h'\

approximately ; where /a is the magnetic inductive capacity of

the iron, and a is small compared with h and c.

(Tripos 1895.)

156. A solid infinite elliptic cylinder whose equation is

^ = a given by

x + iy = c cosh (| + irj),

is placed in a field of magnetic force whose potential is

A (a^-f). Shew that the potential of the induced magnet-

ism in the space external to the cylinder is

- lAc" cosech 2 (a + )8) sinh 4a / (""^"^^
cos 2»7,

where coth 2y8 is the magnetic permeability of the material of

the cylinder. (Tripos 1898.)
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FORCES BETWEEN STEADY CURRENTS

XX
157. Shew that the attraction between two circnits, one

a circle of radius a, the other an infinitely long straight wire

in the plane of the circle and at a distance a coth a from its

centre, carrying currents i, i\ is Stt//' sinh* ^ a.

(Tripos 1899.)

158. If the magnetic field be that due to a very long

straight wire in which a current i' is flowing, shew that the

mechanical eff"ect on the element ds of a closed circuit carry-

ing a current i may be resolved into two components, one

COS € along the perpendicular p on the straight wire, the

2zz (1^
other cos^ parallel to the straight wire, where € is the

angle between ds and the straight wire, and B is the angle

between ds and p. (Tripos 1895.)

159. Two circular wires, of radii a and h, have a common
centre and are free to turn on an insulating axis which is a

diameter of both. Shew that when the wires carry currents

?', ^", a couple of magnitude

2^b' [^ 9 h''\ ..,
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is required to hold them with their planes at right angles, it

being assumed that bja is so small that its fifth power may be

neglected.

160. A thin tubular conductor of circular section, of

radius a, carries a current 7: prove that the mechanical

action between the different portions of the current produces

a transverse tension in the tube, of intensity I^jira.

(St John's Coll.)

161. A rectangular circuit carrying a current i^ can turn

about a vertical axis in its plane, bisecting the area symmetri-

cally, and a straight wire carrying a current ^^ intersects the

axis at right angles. Shew that the coefficient of mutual

induction is

C0S^J_^^..l0g|^^_^^y^^^.^^,j ,

where 2a is the length of each of the sides of the rectangle

met by the axis, and c + 6, c-h the distances of the points of

meeting from the straight line.

If the plane of the rectangle be perpendicular to the

straight current, then shew that the couple on the balance is

(St John's Coll.)

162. Two linear circuits, carrying currents ^, i\ are plane

curves in perpendicular planes. Shew that the moment of the

resultant electromagnetic force on the former about an axis

in its plane at right angles to the intersection of the planes is

||(E5±\/^)eos^*<^/,

where y is the distance of the element ds from the inter-

section of the planes, z is the distance of the element ds from

the axis about which moments are taken, ^ and \^' are the
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angles which the tangents to the circuits at these elements

make with the intersection of the planes, and r is the distance

between the elements. (St John's Coll.)

163. A current i flows in a rectangular circuit whose

sides are of lengths 2«, 2b, and the circuit is free to rotate

about an axis through its centre parallel to the sides of length

2a. Another current /' flows in a long straight wire parallel

to the axis and at a distance d from it. Prove that the

couple required to keep the plane of the rectangle inclined at

an angle <i> to the plane through its centre and the straight

current is

Sn'abd (b^ + d") sin <l>l{b* + d* - 2b''d' cos 2<t>].

(Tripos 1906.)

164. Regarding the earth as a uniformly and rigidly

magnetised sphere of radius a, and denoting the intensity of

the magnetic field on the equator by //, shew that a wire

surrounding the earth along the parallel of south latitude X

and carrying a current i from west to east, would experience a

resultant force towards the south pole of the heavens, equal to

Qiraiff sin X cos'* K

165. A circuit contains a straight wire of length 2a,

conveying a current. A second straight wire, infinite in both

directions, makes an angle a with the first, and their common
perpendicular is of length c and meets the first wire in its

middle point. Prove that the additional electromagnetic

force on the first straight wire due to the presence of a

current in the second wire is a wrench of pitch

« f • X i/^sina\1 / . ^ , _,/asina\
2 jasina-ctan-M jWsin2atan M j

.

(Tripos 1901.)
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VARYING CURRENTS, ETC.

XXI

166. A solid flywheel, 1 metre in diameter, spins on an

axis which is directed towards the north, at a place where the

horizontal intensity is 0'18. It makes 250 revolutions per

minute. Calculate the difference of potential between the

centre and the circumference of the wheel. (Lond. Univ.)

167. Two circuits are in parallel, their resistances are

1 ohm and 0*5 ohm. Their self-inductions are '0001 and '01,

respectively. The total current (in amperes) through both is

141 '4 sin 600^, where t is in seconds. What is the instan-

taneous current in each, and what are the three effective

currents? (Mech. Sci. Tripos 1898.)

168. A certain circuit is known to consist of a condenser

in parallel with a non-inductive resistance. When an alter-

nating E. M. F. of 200 volts and 50 periods per second is applied

to its terminals a current of yV ampere passes. With an e. m. f.

of 200 volts and 100 periods, the current is 012 amperes.

Find the resistance, and the capacity of the condenser.

(Mech. Sci. Tripos 1905.)

169. Calculate the electromotive force generated, by virtue

of the vertical component of the earth's magnetic force (which

may be taken as 0'41 cm" 2 gm* sec~^), in the axle of a railway

carriage, of length 150 cm., traveUing with a speed of 75 kilo-

metres per hour. In what units is your answer given ? How
could you observe the existence of this electromotive force ?

(Lond. Univ.)
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170. Into a single circuit, without a battery, a battery of

E.M.F. E is suddenly introduced. Prove that the current,

after a time ^, is

(A7^) (I -«-«/*),

where R is the resistance and L the self-induction.

171. Two wire circuits, of resistances Rx and R^^ lie near

each other ; an electromotive force E is switched into one

of them ; shew that the total quantity of electricity that

traverses the other owing to induction is EM/Ri R^ where

M is the induction through either circuit that is due to a

unit current flowing in the other. How may this principle be

employed to determine M by experiment ? (St John's Coll.)

172. A circular coil of n turns of radius a and resistance

R^ spins with angular velocity w round a vertical diameter

in the Earth's horizontal magnetic field H: shew that the

average electromagnetic damping couple which resists its

motion is \HHi'^ir'a^(iiR. Given H=0'll,n = ^0^ R = \ ohm,

a = 10 cm., and that the coil makes 20 turns per second,

express the couple in dyne-centimetres, and the mean square

of the current in amperes. (St John's Coll.)

173. An electric circuit carries a current alternating

harmonically with period 27r/w. Shew that the presence of a

neighbouring circuit, of static resistance R' and inductance

L'y increases the effective resistance of the other one by

R'M'n'l{R'' + L"n%

and diminishes its effective inductance by

Z'^/V/(^'2 + Z'V),

where M is the mutual inductance between the circuits.

Shew that in an electrical transformer there is a lag of

phase between the transformed current and the primary, equal

to taji-^(R'/L'n)y where L' and R' are the self-inductance

and resistance of the secondary circuit. (St John's Coll.)
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174. A current alternating so that its intensity follows

the law io sin jt;^ distributes, itself between the two branches

of a divided circuit, one branch being of inductance Li and
resistance J^,, while the other is of inductance L^ and re-

sistance jfta- Compare the intensities of the currents, and the

energies degxaded in the two branches. Find also the in-

ductance and resistance of the compound path in terms of

those of the separate branches.

Explain the fact that inserting a coil of wire into one

branch of a divided circuit chokes out alternating currents of

high frequency (such as telephone currents) from that branch

as compared with those of lower frequency. (St John's Coll.)

Result. The ratio of current intensities is

The resistance of compound path is

[R,B, (B, + R,) ^-f {R^Li + RJ^rAWiRx + Bif ^f (A + L^%

Compare Rayleigh, Theory of Sound, Vol. i. Chapter X b.

XXII

175. Two equal currents flow in rigid perfectly conducting

circuits, close alongside each other ; shew that when they are

separated to a great distance apart against their mutual

attraction, the strength of each current will have been doubled.

Find the ratio of the work done in separating them to the

original intrinsic energy of the currents. (St John's Coll.)

176. Two linear circuits A and B of resistances R and S
respectively are fixed. If a constant electromotive force E
be suddenly introduced into A without altering its resistance,

the heat developed by the induced current in B is H. If

instead the constant electromotive force E' had been similarly

introduced into B, the heat developed in A would have been

H'. Prove that HIH' = SE'/RE". (Tripos 1894.)
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177. A circuit is formed of a tube of length /, long

compared with its radius c, being completed by a thin return

wire of radius a along the axis of the tube, all being of copper.

A steady current of i amperes, flowing in the circuit, is

extinguished by a gradual break of contact in 1/w of a second :

shew that the averaged resisting electromotive force which

acts during that process is approximately 2lni log (c/«) volts.

Apply this result to illustrate the cause of the spark on

breaking circuit. (St John's Coll.)

178. A coil A of radius a with n turns conveys a

periodic current lanipt. A coil B, of small radius 6, and with

m turns, is coaxial with A and at distance z from it. Prove

that the mean force between the two coils is

where L is the coefficient of self-induction and R the re-

sistance of the coil B. (Tripos 1893.)

179. A Leyden jar of '0125 microfarad capacity is charged

to a potential difference of lO** volts. It is discharged through

a circuit containing a coil of insulated wire forming a solenoid

of 50 turns, 6 centimetres in diameter and 10 centimetres

long. The inductance of the coil is 8 x 10^ centimetres and

its resistance is negligible. Calculate approximately the oscil-

lation-frequency of the discharge and shew that the maximum
voltage in a bulb 4 centimetres in diameter placed inside the

coil is about 1000 volts. (Nat. Sci. Tripos 1899.)

180. A plane linear conducting circuit of area S rotates

with uniform angular velocity o> about the axis of z^ which

lies in its plane at a distance h from the centre of inertia of

the area with the origin of coordinates not far from any point

of the area. A magnetic molecule of strength fx is fixed in

the axis of x^ pointing in the direction Ox, at a great distance

L. 4
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a from the origin. The resistance of the circuit is Ry and

its coefficient of self-induction is L. Prove that the current

at any time t is approximately

-T COS (oit - c) + Y cos (2(ot - r)\

where € and rj are determinate constants. (Tripos 1895.)

XXIII

181. A condenser of capacity C having a charge Q is

discharged through a circuit of resistance E, there being also

another circuit of resistance >S' in the field. If L, JV, M be

the coefficients of self and mutual induction of these two

circuits, and if LN=M'^, shew that there will be initial

currents in them respectively equal to

- NQIC(BN+SL) and MQIC(EN+ SL),

and determine the currents in them at any time.

(Tripos 1896.)

182. Two insulated conductors whose coefficients of po-

tential are j^n, i?i2, p-^^ have charges Q^, Qd given to them,

and are then connected by a coil of resistance M and self-

induction L ; shew that the current will be oscillatory if

J^(Pn-^Pi2+P-^) — iJ^^8 positive; and, denoting this expres-

sion by K^j shew that, in this case, the current at time t

will be

jl {Qo(Pn -Pid - Qo {P's2 -Pi^)} e 2^ sin -jj ,

and that the difference of phase of charge and current will

be tan-i {^KjR). (Tripos 1904.)

183. A coil of wire is wound uniformly in n convo-

lutions on a wooden circular ring of any form of cross-

section ; shew that when a current C is switched into the coil.
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a flux Q of electricity occurs in any other circuit of resist-

ance Ji interlinked m times with the ring, which is given

by Q = 2mnCI{~^ I r'^dS, where rf/Si is an element of the area

of the cross-section of the coil and r is its distance from

the axis of the coil.

Give the corresponding result when the coil has an iron

core : and explain how the result may be used for the practical

determination of the penneability curve of a specimen of iron.

(St John's Coll.)

184. The ends B, I) of a wire of resistance R are con-

nected respectively with the two plates of a condenser of

capacity C : if the wire is made to rotate about BD which is

vertical with uniform angular velocity w, prove that the current

will ultimately become periodic. Prove also that the average

rate at which work must ultimately be done to maintain the

rotation is iH'A'C'Bioy{R''CW + (l - CLuiJ], where /T is

the horizontal intensity of the earth's magnetism, L the

coefficient of self-induction of the wire, and A the area

enclosed by the wire and BD. (Tripos 1903.)

185. A condenser of capacity C is discharged through two

circuits, one of resistance E and self-induction Z, the other of

resistance R' and containing a condenser of capacity C\
Prove that, if Q is the charge on the first condenser at any

time,

LE'^^{L(IIC'^1IC)^EE']'^

+ {E (lie 4- 1/(7) + E'lC}"^ + Q/GC = 0.

(Tripos 1906.)

186. The ends of a coil forming a long straight solenoid

of m turns per unit length are connected with a short sole-

noidal coil of n turns and cross-section A, situated inside

4—2
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the solenoid, so that the whole forms a single complete circuit.

The latter coil can rotate freely about an axis at right angles

to the length of the solenoid. Shew that in free motion with-

out any external field, the current i and the angle 6 between

the cross-sections of the coils are determined by the equa-

tions

Ri = - -t: [Xl^ + L.2i + STrmnAi cos 6] ,

/^ + 4:TrmnAi^ sin ^ = 0,

where Xi, Zg are the coefficients of self-induction of the two

coils, / is the moment of inertia of the rotating coil, jR is the

resistance of the whole circuit, and the effect of the ends of

the long solenoid is neglected. (Tripos 1896.)
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XXIV

187. Shew that the potential energy of any conductor is

less than that of a sphere of equal volume with the same

charge ; hence obtain an inferior limit to the capacity of a

conductor. (Tripos 1897.)

188. A thin spherical conducting shell from which any

portions have been removed is freely electrified : prove that

the difference of the densities inside and outside at any point

is constant. (Tripos 1902.)

189. Verify that the charge induced on an uninsulated

circular plate by a unit charge at a point P outside it may be

expressed as follows : draw the plane PAB perpendicular to

the plate so that ^5 is a diameter; bisect the angle APB
by a line meeting AB in L\ draw the chord NLM of the

circle at right angles to ^^ ; then the induced negative

charge is equal to the ratio of the angle NPM to two right

angles. (St John's Coll.)

190. Two equal circular cylinders of great length are

parallel to each other, and have equal and opposite electric

charges. Prove that if, from the point midway on the line

joining the centres of a pair of cross-sections near the middle

of their length, tangents OT, OT are drawn to one of the

cross-sections, then half the charge on the cylinder is distri-

buted over the part between T and T

.

(St John's Coll.)
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191. Investigate the distribution of free electricity on a

flat corrugated conducting surface given by the equation

^ = a sin mx ; shewing that the density at any point exceeds

the average density approximately in the ratio of my to unity.

Shew also, by general reasoning, that the total electrifica-

tion on a flat surface cannot be altered by any kind of corru-

gation. (St John's Coll.)

192. In a heterogeneous dielectric there is an electro-

static field due to electrification on a given system of con-

ductors kept at given potentials. Shew that if the specific

inductive capacity of the dielectric is slightly altered accord-

ing to any law such that at no point is it diminished, and

such that the differential coefficients of the increment are also

small at all points, the energy of the field is increased.

(Tripos 1901.)

193. If ^ and -q be coordinates specified in terms of ordinary

cylindrical coordinates by the relation r ¥iz = c tan J (^ + />y),

and if the space between the conducting spheres i/i and -q^ be

filled with a heterogeneous dielectric whose s. i. c. at any point

is cjrf' (r)), shew that the capacity of the condenser so formed

is j7rc/{/(r/,)-'/W}.

194. A right circular cylindrical cavity is made in an

infinite mass of iron of magnetic permeability fx, and is filled

with a medium of unit permeability. In this cavity a wire

runs parallel to the axis of the cylinder carrying a steady

current of intensity /. Prove that the wire is attracted

towards the nearest part of the surface of the cavity with a

force per unit length equal to

/x+1 d '

where d is the distance of the wire from its electrostatic image

in the cylinder. (Tripos 1898.)
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195. A long line of tele^o-aph wire AA^A^.. AnAn+i is

supported by n equidistant insuhitors Ai, A.,, ... An- The
end A is connected to one pole of a battery, whose electro-

motive force is J^ and resistance B, and the other pole of the

battery is put to earth, as also the other end A^+i of the wire.

The resistiince of each portion AAi^ AiA^, ...AnAn+i is the

same, and is equal to Ji. Through wet weather there is a

leakage to earth at each insulator whose resistance may be

taken e(j[ual to 7\ Shew that the current strength in the

portion ApAp+i is

ii'{cosh (2n-2p+l) a}/{^cosh (2w + 1) a + JBr amh (2n+ 2) a},

where 2sinha=^ ^B/r. (Tripos 1896.)

196. A cable of length 2(a + b) has an insulation resist-

ance k per unit length and a conduction resistance ?i^k per

unit length. Two faults, each of resistance equal to the con-

duction resistance of a length c of the cable, appear at distances

a, a + 2b from one end. Shew that the presence of the faults

reduces the current received at the second end in the ratio

1 fi ?^5l^(^^) ^^^^^ ('^^)~| Fi sinh (na) cosh (w^)~l

' L 7i€ sinh n (a + h) J L nc cosh n(a + b) J
*

Verify the result when the insulation is perfect.

(St John's CoU.)

197. A steady current C flows along one wire and back

along another one, inside a long cylindrical tube of soft iron

of permeability /a, whose internal and external radii are «! and

a^, the wires being parallel to the axis of the cylinder and at

equal distances a on opposite sides of it. Shew that the

magnetic potential outside the tube will be

where

F = ^sin^-h^'sin3^ + ^'sin5^4-

o 16/i(7a'

^2»+l =
2nF/|(-)--©" <'-)•!
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Hence shew that a tube of soft iron, of 150 cm. radius and

5 cm. thickness, for which the effective value of /x is 1200 c. G. s.,

will reduce the magnetic field at a distance due to the current,

to less than one-twentieth of its natural strength.

(St John s Coll.)

198. A sphere of glass {K), of radius a, is held in air

with its centre at a distance c from a point where there is a

positive charge e. Prove that the resultant attraction on the

sphere is

^ a'ri+P 1& ^, . (ay M<^a^-Pda^-]
.

^f^^ c^y-a^'^ic'-aj a'^^ ^ ^ VJ jo I'^^O '

where /3 = {K- \)\{K^ 1). (Tripos 1897.)

199. Two insulated wires A, B ^i the same resistance

have the same coefficient of self-induction X, and that of

mutual induction is slightly less than L. If the ends of B
are connected by a wire of small resistance and those of A by

a battery of small resistance and at the end of a time t a

current ^ is passing through A^ prove that except when t is

very small, i is equal to \ (/o + ^') approximately, where ^o is

the permanent current in A, and i is the current in each

after a time #, when the ends of both are connected in multiple

arc by the battery. (Tripos 1902.)

200. Apply the method of conformal transformation to

establish a correlation between the fields of two freely electri-

fied cylinders, one having as section a cross formed by two
straight lines AB, CD intersecting at right angles at so

that OA, OB are equal, and the other having as section a

single finite straight line. In the case in which 0(7 is also

equal to OB verify that the proportion of the total electrifica-

tion which lies on either face of a segment CP of the arm 0(7 is

1 1 . -y(AP\

(Tripos 1896.)
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201. A plane electric grating is made of etjual and equi-

distant parallel thin metal plates, the distance between their

successive central lines being tt, and the breadth of each plate

2 sin"^ (l/'f)- Shew that, when the grating is electrified to

constant potential, the potential and charge functions F, ^ in

the surrounding space are given by the equation

sin (if/ + i V) = K sin {x + iy\

the grating being supposed of infinite extent in all directions.

Deduce that, when the grating is to earth and is placed in a

uniform field of force of unit intensity at right angles to its

plane, the charge and potential functions of the portion of the

field which penetrates through the grating are expressed by

the complex function

^•\-iV-{x + iy),

Express the potential in the latter problem by a Fourier

series, and verify as a limiting case Maxwell's result for a

grating of fine parallel wires. (Tripos 1895.)

202. Prove that a flexible wire, carrying a current in a

magnetic field, assumes the form of a helix if the field is

uniform, and of a geodesic on a cone if the field is radiating

from a centre, in accordance with the electromagnetic law

that the wire sets itself to embrace as many lines of force as

possible. (Lond. Univ.)

203. An electrified particle of mass m carrying a charge e

is projected horizontally with a velocity v. A uniform electric

field of intensity / is then allowed to act on the particle in a

vertical direction. Shew that the distance between the original

point of impact on a screen placed normal to the direction of

projection at a distance I from the origin, and the point of

impact after deflection, is efP/2mv^. (Nat. Sci. Tripos 1905.)

204. A narrow cathode stream, formed by allowing the

discharge from the cathode to pass through two small openings

a few centimetres apart, is found to be deflected into a circular
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arc of 40 cm. radius by a magnetic field of 10 c.G.S. units, and
into a curve whose initial radius is 50 cm. by an electric field

of 200 volts per cm., the direction of either field being perpen-

dicular to the undisturbed direction of the stream. Hence
shew that the velocity of the carriers of the electric charge is

2 '5 X 10^ cm. sec~^ and that 1 gramme of matter carries

6*25 X 10® c.G.S. electromagnetic units. It may be assumed
that a charge q moving at speed u in a magnetic field expe-

riences the same force as unit length of a wire carrying

current qu. (Nat. Sci. Tripos 1898.)

205. In a gas, which is being ionised at the uniform rate

of q ions of each kind per unit time per unit volume, steady

electric conduction is taking place. Assuming the law

velocity of ion = R multiplied by electric force

where R is constant, shew that the field of force (X, F, Z) is

to be obtained from the equations

2 -^ = 47r {ill - ^2) e, S X- {{RiUx + J^gWa) X} = 0,

S
l^

{(«, - %)X! = (1 +
^J

{q-anM

where e is the charge on an ion, n the number of ions in unit

of volume, the suffixes 1, 2 refer to positive and negative ions

respectively, and aniri-i is the rate of recombination. What
are the boundary conditions at the electrodes ?

Let the electrodes be long coaxal circular cylinders of radii

a and h, the inner of radius a being the positive. Shew that

if the current («) is so small that there is a region in which

the force is circuital, this region must lie between the cylin-

ders r-rx and r = i\^^ where

r^ -a^ = iRilirq (R^ + R,\ h"- - r.J = iRjirq {R^ -f- R^.

Assuming that the region occupies the whole of the space

between r^ and ra, and that in the remaining part of the gas

there is no recombination, shew that the values of the force at
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tlie electrodes and in the uncharged region are connected by

the rehitions

a Jti-i a Ml

If the maximum current is passing, and r corresponds to

the points where rJC is minimum, prove that

Comi)are Prof. J. J. Thomson's Conduction of Electricity

through Gases, Chapter in.
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